Introduction
Corporate security brings to mind the image of an in-house security team working behind the scenes in a multinational company to protect assets, prevent employee theft, and safeguard the chief executive officer from threats. However, corporate security takes other forms. Not only are there different kinds of corporate security units in private companies (Lippert, Walby and Steckle, 2013; Petersen, 2013) , but the practices and techniques of corporate security are being transferred into public agencies and governments too. Since 2001, at least 17 Canadian municipal governments have created municipal corporate security (MCS) units. MCS units centralize asset protection, employee investigations, 'nuisance' policing, physical security for buildings, and some bylaw enforcement, all of which previously tended to be the responsibility of different municipal departments. Although the number of personnel varies in MCS units, they tend to be responsible for all aspects of security within City Hall and on other municipal properties in any given city.
Previous policing and security research has explored professionalization of public police (see Chan, 2003) and professionalism within police services (see Manning, 1997) . There also has been some work on emergence and professionalization of 'community safety officers' in Australia (Cherney, 2004) and the UK (Gilling and Hughes, 2002) . However, the policing and security literature has not investigated the rise of MCS units; recognized how the work of MCS personnel relates to other security and policing trends; or explored the relationship between corporate security and professionalization. Indeed, for all the recent focus on public policing, national security, and contract private security in several social science disciplines, the scant attention paid to corporate security is surprising.
Elsewhere we have argued that although MCS units operate in a local security network, they draw on knowledge and technology from other scales of security, such as ASIS (American Society for Industrial Security) International (Walby and Lippert, 2012) . MCS units have arrived in Canadian cities via a convergence of the international private security industry, the transnational and domestic insurance industry, and MCS units already present in other Canadian cities. There is a circulation of knowledge and technology among security and insurance agencies and municipalities. However, many elements of MCS units in Canada and of corporate security practices generally remain overlooked, including the source and form of their professionalization. As Petersen (2013) argues, how professionalization intersects with the corporate security field is a topic requiring further examination.
Guided by research on professions and expertise (for example, Abbott, 1991a Abbott, , 1991b Freidson, 2001) , this chapter examines issues of professionalization in MCS units. First, we compare two positions within critical security studies (the Copenhagen school and the Paris school) and assess what these can contribute to understandings of corporate security professionalization and the sense of expertise among MCS personnel. To illustrate how corporate security managers conceive of expertise and reflect on security industry professionalization, we then analyze findings from a recent three-year study of MCS offices in Canadian cities. MCS personnel have made concerted efforts to professionalize in the past decade. These personnel are professionalizing in at least three ways. First, MCS managers obtain professional status through involvement in associations like ASIS International. MCS managers follow ASIS best practices, accumulate ASIS certifications, and participate in ASIS educational initiatives and training sessions. Second, MCS managers seek out and hire professionals from security providers in other fields and assimilate their skills to the MCS mission. Third, MCS managers become professionals by virtue of a 'spillover effect' (Rossman, Esparza and Bonacich, 2010 ) that occurs in security networks. According to Rossman et al. (2010) , one's perception of value is shaped by the status of one's surrounding network of professional associates. The 'eliteness' of one's network of collaborators is a determining
